
Get Your Applications to the Cloud
Reap Performance and Management Rewards

The Challenge: Achieving a Targeted, 
Cloud-Optimized Migration
VirtaMove cloud migration doesn’t simply “lift and shift” entire 
legacy servers into virtual machines in the cloud. You don’t need 
to pay premium storage and processing fees in the cloud for 
unnecessary elements. Instead, use V-Migrate to automatically 
move business-critical applications only to modern, supported 
operating systems and servers in the cloud.

Leave outdated operating systems behind so you can finally take 
advantage of enhanced performance, security, and cutting-edge 
management tools in the cloud of your choice.

The Solution: Planning Your Cloud 
Migration with VirtaMove
A smart move starts with a great plan. Get deep insights into your 
legacy systems so you can make informed, strategic migration 
decisions. Migration Assessment tools provide a clear picture of 
migration candidates and priorities, server profiles, and provide 
total estimated annual costs for cloud migrations. Remove 
assumptions and guesswork from migration plans, and eliminate 
unexpected migration costs.

 ï Achieve highly 
targeted cloud 
migrations.

 W Reduce your 
vulnerability 
surface by moving 
applications to 
modern, cloud-hosted 
operating systems.

 { Improve performance.

 ǀ Consolidate data 
centers.

VirtaMove captures applications in Virtual Machine-free and operating system-free moving containers. 
This means that VirtaMove technology can move even the most complex server applications to 
modern, supported operating systems in any cloud. Containers preserve application state and 
provide portability and flexibility, which mean agility and no cloud lock in.

Lift-and-shift should no longer be your first option for moving applications to the cloud. VirtaMove’s 
next-generation cloud migration solution is more efficient and cost effective, and lets you retire that 
unsupported operating system.

Why VirtaMove?
VirtaMove’s patented software captures applications in Virtual Machine-free and operating system-
free moving containers. This means that VirtaMove technology can move even the most complex 
server applications to modern, supported operating systems in any environment and any cloud. 
Containers preserve application state and provide portability and flexibility, which mean agility and 
no cloud lock in. We’ve moved thousands of applications for hundreds of customers in all sectors 
and industries.
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